Bispecific antibodies engage T cells for antitumor immunotherapy.
Although considerable evidence supports the hypothesis that T cells play a critical role in the immune response against cancer, the ability to mount and sustain tumor-specific cellular responses in vivo remains a challenge. A strategy that harnesses the cytotoxic advantage of T cell therapy is the use of bispecific antibodies designed to engage and activate endogenous polyclonal T cell populations via the CD3 complex, but only in the presence of a tumor antigen. While antibody constructs with dual specificity were first described as anticancer therapeutics over 25 years ago, it was not until recently that one subclass of bispecific single-chain antibody, the bispecific T cell engager (BiTE), emerged as superior to previous iterations in achieving efficacy in animal models and early clinical trials. The evolution of bispecific antibodies in antitumor immunotherapy is reviewed and the greatest hurdles impeding their clinical translation are discussed, specifically in the context of immunoprivileged sites as is the case for intracerebral malignancy. The BiTE platform has great potential in the treatment of malignant disease. Despite burgeoning interest in bispecific antibodies and permutations thereof, the issues of stability and cost-effective production persist as obstacles.